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ABSTRACT 
 

We present the design of high-luminosity electron-proton/ion colliders in which 
the electrons are produced by an Energy Recovering Linac (ERL). Electron-
proton/ion colliders with center of mass energies between 14 GeV and 100 GeV 
(protons) or 63 GeV/A (ions) and luminosities at the 1033 (per nucleon) level have 
been proposed recently as a means for studying hadronic structure. The linac-on-ring 
option presents significant advantages with respect to: 1) spin manipulations 2) 
reduction of the synchrotron radiation load in the detectors 3) a wide range of 
continuous energy variability. Rf power and beam dump considerations require that 
the electron linac recover the beam energy. Based on extrapolations from actual 
measurements and calculations, energy recovery is expected to be feasible at currents 
of a few hundred mA and multi-GeV energies. Luminosity projections for the linac-
ring scenario based on fundamental limitations are presented. The feasibility of an 
energy recovery electron linac-on-proton ring collider is investigated and four 
conceptual point designs are shown corresponding to electron to proton energies of: 
3 GeV on 15 GeV, 5 GeV on 50 GeV and 10 GeV on 250 GeV, and for gold ions 
with 100 GeV/A. The last two designs assume that the protons or ions are stored in 
the existing RHIC accelerator. Accelerator physics issues relevant to proton rings 
and energy recovery linacs are discussed and a list of required R&D for the 
realization of such a design is presented. 

 

  
INTRODUCTION 

 
Electron-proton/ion colliders with center of mass energies between 14 GeV and 100 
GeV (protons) or 63 GeV/A (ions) and luminosities at the 1033 (per nucleon) level 
have been proposed recently as a means for studying hadronic structure. Electron 
beam polarization appears to be crucial for many of the experiments. Two 
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accelerator design scenarios have been examined in detail: colliding rings and 
recirculating linac-on-ring. Although the linac-on-ring scenario is not as well 
developed as the ring-ring scenario, comparable luminosities appear feasible. The 
linac-on-ring option presents significant advantages with respect to: 1) spin 
manipulations 2) reduction of the synchrotron radiation load in the detectors 3) a 
wide range of continuous energy variability. Rf power and beam dump 
considerations require that the electron linac recover the beam energy. This 
technology has been demonstrated at Jefferson Lab’s IR FEL with cw current up to 5 
mA and beam energy up to 50 MeV. Based on extrapolations from actual 
measurements and calculations, energy recovery is expected to be feasible at higher 
currents (a few hundred mA) and higher energies (a few GeV) as well.  

We begin with a brief overview of Jefferson Lab’s experience with energy 
recovery and summarize its benefits. Luminosity projections for the linac-ring 
scenario based on fundamental limitations are presented next. The feasibility of an 
energy recovery electron linac-on-proton ring collider is investigated and four 
conceptual point designs are shown corresponding to electron to proton energies of: 
3 GeV on 15 GeV, 5 GeV on 50 GeV and 10 GeV on 250 GeV, and for gold ions 
with 100 GeV/A. The last two designs assume that the protons or ions are stored in 
the existing RHIC accelerator. Accelerator physics issues relevant to proton rings 
and energy recovery linacs are discussed next and a list of required R&D for the 
realization of such a design is presented.  



 

Energy Recovery Linacs 
 

Energy recovery is the process by which the energy invested in accelerating a 
beam is returned to the rf cavities by decelerating the beam. To date, energy recovery 
has been realized in a number of different ways. The first energy recovery 
experiment was done at Stanford’s superconducting rf (srf) linac where the 
recirculated electron beam was injected into the linac in such a phase that it lost 
energy to the cavity fields [1]. This is an example of the so-called same-cell energy 
recovery. All of the linac beam energy was recovered. Another experimental 
demonstration of energy recovery took place at Los Alamos where >70% of the 
beam energy was recovered [2]. Following acceleration, the beam was transported 
around a 180° bend and passed through a decelerating structure. The decelerators 
were coupled to the accelerators through the resonant bridge couplers. The rf power 
generated by the beam was shared with the accelerators through the couplers. An 
energy recovery experiment was also performed in the CEBAF Injector. Energy 
recovery was demonstrated in cw mode and at the same time multipass Beam 
Breakup (BBU) experiments were carried out [3].   

Same-cell energy recovery with cw current up to 5 mA and energy up to 50 MeV 
has been demonstrated at Jefferson Lab’s (JLab) IR FEL and it is used routinely for 
the operation of the FEL as a User Facility [4]. The machine layout is shown in 
Figure 1. Microbunches with an rms bunch length of ~20 psec are produced in a DC 
photocathode gun and accelerated to 320 kV. The bunches are compressed by a 
copper buncher cavity operating at 1497 MHz. They pass through a pair of srf 
cavities operating at an average gradient of 10 MV/m. The output beam at ~10 MeV 
is injected into an 8-cavity srf cryomodule where it is accelerated up to ~48 MeV. 
The beam then passes through the wiggler. Afterward it is recirculated through two 
isochronous, achromatic bends separated by a quadrupole transport line, back 
through the cryomodule in the decelerating rf phase and dumped at the injection 
energy of ~10 MeV.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 1. Machine layout of Jefferson Lab’s IR FEL. 



 
The first indicators of energy recovery, which subsequently were used as 

diagnostic tools, are the klystron drive signals for the gradient feedback loop, shown 
in Figure 2, for four of the linac rf cavities. When a 200 µsec beam pulse is injected 
in these cavities, in the absence of energy recovery, the gradient drive signals reach 
~2 V to compensate for beam loading. With energy recovery, these signals are close 
to 0 V (where 0 V corresponds to the DC voltage required to drive the accelerating 
field in the cavity), as the decelerating and accelerating beam vectors cancel each 
other resulting in nearly zero net beam loading.  
 

    

 
 

Figure 2. Response of the gradient loop drive signals, in four rf cavities, to a 200 µsec beam pulse, 
with and without energy recovery. 

 
 

Another indication that energy recovery works is demonstrated in Figure 3 where 
the rf power required to accelerate up to 3.5 mA of cw beam current is compared to 
the power required for no beam, in each of the 8 cavities. Notice that the required rf 
power is nearly independent of beam current. An additional benefit is that the overall 
system efficiency is increased.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Rf power requirements in the linac cavities for a range of beam currents.  
 

 
The HERA electron storage ring in DESY circulates a 27 GeV electron beam 

through a large number of superconducting cavities at an average current of 40 mA. 
While this is not strictly an energy recovery system (and not a linac), it provides a 
demonstration that a high energy, high current beam can be circulated through a very 
large number of passes in a long superconducting structure. 
   In summary, the benefits of energy recovery are:  
1) The required rf power becomes nearly independent of beam current.  
2) The overall system efficiency is increased.  
3) The electron beam power to be disposed of at the beam dumps is reduced by the 
ratio of the final to injected energy.  
4) The induced radioactivity (and therefore the shielding problem) is reduced, if the 
beam is dumped below the neutron production threshold.    
 

Fundamental Limitations Of Colliders 
 

The luminosity of an electron linac-on-proton ring collider, assuming both beams 
are round gaussians at the interaction point (IP), is given by 
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where eN  is the number of electrons per bunch, pN  is the number of protons per 

bunch, cf  is the bunch collision frequency, and *σ  is the rms beam size at the IP. 
The luminosity is proportional to the product of the intensity of one beam /cNf ε , and 
the number of particles per bunch in the other beam, where  is the beam emittance. 
A number of effects impose fundamental limitations on the intensity, which together 
with limitations on the number of particles per bunch can ultimately limit the 
luminosity. We discuss intensity limits next.  
  
a) Luminosity at the Laslett and Beam-Beam Tuneshifts Limit 
 
   The Laslett tuneshift Lν∆  is given by:   
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where C is the ring circumference and pr  the classical radius of proton 1.534 x 10-18 

m. Typically, in proton ring designs, the bunch length is chosen to be approximately 
equal to the beta function at the IP in order for the luminosity not to deteriorate too 
much within one collision. In this approximation, one concludes that the Laslett 
tuneshift imposes a fundamental limit on the ratio of *2/p pN σ .  

 
The beam-beam tuneshift of the proton beam given by:  
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where *

pβ  is the beta function at the IP, also imposes a fundamental limit on *2/e eN σ . 

One can write an expression for the luminosity in the limit of Laslett and beam-beam 
tuneshifts:  
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As an example, we can assume a beta function at the IP *β =10 cm, an rms beam 

size at the IP *σ = 40 µm and collision frequency f
c

= 150 MHz. Figure 4 is the plot 

of luminosity vs. proton beam energy Ep, given by Eq. (4). The ring circumference C 
has been minimized subject to the engineering constraint of maximum magnetic field 



(in this case B=4 Tesla). The two curves correspond to: a) 
L

ν∆ = 0.004, which is a 

safe and generally accepted value for the Laslett tuneshift and b) 
L

ν∆ =0.04, which is 

a more aggressive value, yet consistent with the value assumed in the ring-ring 
scenario presented in this document [5].  
 

 
 
 

Figure 4. Luminosity vs. proton beam energy at the Laslett and beam-beam tuneshift limits, for two 
values of the Laslett tuneshift: 0.004 and 0.04. In both cases the beam-beam tuneshift is 0.004. 
 

In both cases pξ =0.004, consistent both with [5] and with the value assumed in 

the eRHIC ring-ring scenario [6].  Of course, in practice Np and Ne are further 
limited by a number of other effects such as collective instabilities, and we will 
examine these later. The horizontal line in Fig. 4 corresponds to luminosity equal to 
1.0x1033 cm-2 sec-1.  
                     
 
b) Luminosity at the Beam-Beam Induced Head-Tail Instability Limit  
 

The beam-beam induced head-tail instability is an additional effect, which could 
potentially impose a limit on the luminosity of linac-ring colliders. Presently this 
instability is the subject of focused investigation at Jefferson Lab. The effect is 
analyzed later on in this report, using a linearized model, according to which the 
stability condition can be expressed as  

 
 4e p sD ξ ν≤   (5) 



 
where eD  is the electron beam disruption parameter given by  
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and sν  is the synchrotron tune of the proton beam. One can re-write the luminosity 

in the limit of the head-tail instability, as 
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Figure 5 displays the luminosity given by Eq. (7) as function of proton energy for 
four values of the electron beam energy: 3, 5, 7, 10 GeV. The synchrotron tune has 
been set equal to 1x10-3, the rms angular divergence of the beam at the IP, 

* * */σ σ β′ =  � �� P���FP � ���� PUDG� DQG� WKH� FROOLVLRQ� IUHTXHQF\� cf =150 MHz. 

Superimposed are the luminosity curves from Figure 4 for comparison. Figure 5 
demonstrates that above a certain proton beam energy, increasing the Laslett 
tuneshift beyond the generally accepted values does not benefit the luminosity. A 
second conclusion is that, assuming that the larger value of the Laslett tuneshift is 
attainable, then the luminosity is limited by the head-tail instability, over most of the 
energy range of protons and electrons.    
  

 
Figure 5. Luminosity vs. proton beam energy, at the stability limit of the beam-beam induced head-
tail effect (linear approximation).   



  
The above expressions ought to be compared to the luminosity expressions for a 

ring-ring collider based on fundamental limitations. In a ring-ring design these are 
the beam-beam tuneshifts of both electrons and protons. The luminosity in the beam-
beam tuneshift limit is given by:  
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Ring-ring limitations and comparisons with linac-ring will be the subject of a 

follow-up article.  
 

Conceptual Point Designs 
 

We now turn our attention to specific point designs that span a proton energy 
range from 15 to 250 GeV and an electron energy range from 3 to 10 GeV. As was 
discussed above, the head-tail instability is presently under investigation. The 
condition presented earlier was derived using a linear approximation, which clearly 
does not reflect the true complexity of the problem. The next steps include a more 
sophisticated analysis and simulation studies. In the absence of more rigorous results, 
we will develop a reasoning for the point designs without taking the head-tail 
instability into account and will defer the more complete study to a later document. 

We present reasoning that allows us to develop a self-consistent sets of 
parameters. Four sets of input parameters will be considered: a) Proton beam energy 
of 15 GeV colliding with electron beam energy of 3 GeV b) Proton beam energy of 
50 GeV and electron beam energy of 5 GeV c) proton beam energy of 250 GeV and 
electron beam energy of 10 GeV d) gold ion beam of 100 GeV/A and electron beam 
energy of 10 GeV.  The high-energy designs are based on the existing RHIC storage 
ring.  

Since the linac technology assumed is the same for all designs, we will briefly 
discuss it here. The technology of the electron linac is well established. Jefferson 
Laboratory has significant expertise in srf linacs and the srf accelerating structures 
are commercially available from a number of manufacturers. 

For the sake of this report we assume that the linac structures will be identical to 
the well-known TESLA style cavities. These cavities and the ancillary equipment 
(cryostats, couplers, tuners, HOM loads etc.) have been optimized cost-wise and 
performance-wise. The TESLA cavities have a shunt impedance R/Q=1036 Ohms 
and structure length 1.038m. The residual resistance is 3 nΩ, equivalent to a Q of 
1011. Considering demonstrated performance from a number of manufacturers, we 
will assume, conservatively, a Q0 of 1.5x1010 at 2K and accelerating gradient of 
20MV/m.  



  At these values the refrigeration power is 26 W/structure. Thus a 10 GeV linac, 
for example, will require 500 cavities with a dissipation (excluding standing losses) 
of 13 kW. TESLA optimization was driven towards high gradient, not low Q. We 
can expect improvement in QBCS. See, for example, Kneisel’s report on doubling 
QBCS  by furnace baking in Ref. [7].  Figure 6 demonstrates the performance of 
TESLA style cavities.  
 

 
       Figure 6. Plots of Q0 vs. accelerating gradient and distribution of gradients in the Tesla 9-cell cavities.  

 
 
1. 3 GeV electrons on 15 GeV protons 
 
������������$��� L ������� 
 

In this case we assume that both the Laslett and beam-beam tuneshifts can not 
exceed 0.004. To arrive at a self-consistent set of parameters and a luminosity 
estimate, we first set the electron beam size at the IP based on projected electron 
source performance. Then the proton beam parameters are set at the Laslett tuneshift 
limit. The maximum number of electrons per bunch is determined at the beam-beam 
tuneshift limit of the protons. Finally effects that influence the choice of the bunch 
collision frequency are discussed.  

An rms normalized� HPLWWDQFH� RI� ��� P� IRU� HOHFWURQV� DW� D� EXQFK� FKDUJH� RI�
approximately 1 nC is assumed, yielding a geometric emittance of 10 nm at the IP (3 
GeV). For a beta function of 12 cm, which is discussed later, the rms electron beam 
VL]H�DW�WKH�,3�LV���� P���5RXQG�Eeams are assumed for electrons and protons.)  

In order for the luminosity not to degrade, typically the beta function for the 
proton beam at the IP is set approximately equal to the rms proton bunch length. In 
this approximation, the Laslett tuneshift given by Eq. (2) can be written as  
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Clearly the tuneshift sets a limit on the ratio of *2/p pN σ . Assuming a proton beam 

UPV�QRUPDOL]HG�HPLWWDQFH�RI��� P  (consistent with  LHC and RHIC experience) and 

Lν∆  ��������WKH�UPV�EHDP�VL]H�IRU�SURWRQV�DW�WKH�,3�LV����� P��IRU�D�EHWD�IXQFWLRQ�RI�
6 cm. Then the number of protons per bunch at the Laslett tuneshift limit is 3x1010 .  

The number of electrons per bunch can be limited either by the beam-beam 
tuneshift of the proton beam or by single-bunch transverse Beam Breakup in the 
linac [8]. Beam-beam tuneshift of the protons is given by Eq. (3), and we assume 
that it can not exceed 0.004. This value of the beam-beam tuneshift sets the number 
of electrons per bunch equal to 1.1x1010 .  One can obtain a simple estimate for the 
emittance growth due to single bunch BBU in the linac by using the following 
expression [8], 
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where k0  is the betatron wavenumber, W0   is the transverse wake function, and re  
the classical radius of the electron. For an rms bunch length of 1 mm and betatron 
wavelength in the linac of 50 m, the amplification parameter  remains less than ~1 
if the number of electrons per bunch does not exceed 1.5x1011. Should this effect 
become a serious limit, BNS damping can be used. Therefore, in this case the limit 
on Ne is set by the beam-beam tuneshift, and not the single-bunch BBU. 

The bunch collision frequency should be maximized subject to the constraints of 
parasitic collisions, user requirements and possibly the electron cloud effect in the 
proton ring. We have assumed a bunch separation of 6.66 nsec or 150 MHz 
repetition rate. Note that the luminosity scales linearly with the frequency.  

For the case of unequal electron-proton bunch sizes, the luminosity is given by  
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For Ne = 1.1x1010, Np = 3.0x1010, fc =150 MHz, σ*

e  =35 µm and σ*
p  = 107 µm, 

the luminosity is equal to 6.2x1031 cm-2 sec-1. 
 
 
 
 
����������%��� L � 0.05  
 

We now consider a point design assuming that the Laslett tuneshift can be as 
high as 0.05. In this case, the electron beam parameters remain the same and again 



the Laslett tuneshift sets the ratio of *2/p pN σ . However the optimization now 

proceeds as follows: We first determine the limit on Np and then set the minimum 
spot size at the IP, at the Laslett tuneshift limit.  

The number of protons per bunch can be limited by collective instabilities or by 
the emittance growth of the electron beam due to a single round-beam collision with 
the protons. We set Np = 1 x 1011, similar to LHC and RHIC, and we will examine 
these limiting effects later. Then at the Laslett tuneshift, the rms beam size of  the 
SURWRQV�LV���� P��DQG�IRU� � ����FP��WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�UPV�HPLWWDQFH�LV������ P��1RWH�
that at Ne = 1.1 x 1010, the beam-beam tuneshift is 0.0068. These parameters yield 
luminosity equal to 5.7 x 1032 cm-2 sec-1 . 
 
2. 5 GeV electrons on 50 GeV protons 
 
Following similar arguments for the case of 5 GeV electrons on 50 GeV protons, we 
arrive at the two sets of parameters outlined in Table 1. Note that luminosity at the 
1033   level is attainable at these energies, for average current in the linac of  0.264 A 
and average current in the ring of 2.4 A.  
 
 

Table 1. Parameters for point designs 1 and 2.  
 
Parameter Units Point 

Design 1A 
Point 
Design 1B 

Point 
Design 2A 

Point 
Design 2B 

Ee GeV 3 3 5 5 
Ep GeV 15 15 50 50 
Ne ppb 1.1 x 1010 1.1 x 1010 1.1 x 1010 1.1 x 1010 
Np ppb 3.0 x 1010 1.0 x 1011 1.0 x 1011 1.0 x 1011 
fc MHz 150 150 150 150 
σ*

e µm 35 35 25 25 
σ*

p µm 107 58 60 25 
ε*

e nm 10 10 6 6 
ε*

p nm 200 33.6 36 6.25 
β*

e cm 12 12 10 10 
β*

p cm 6 10 10 10 
σp

z cm 6 10 10 10 
σe

z mm 1 1 1 1 
ξp − .004 .0068 .004 .004 
∆νL − .004 .05 .004 .024 
Ie A .264 .264 .264 .264 
Ip A .720 2.4 2.4 2.4 
L cm-2 sec-1 6.2 x 1031 5.7 x 1032 6.2 x 1032 2.1 x 1033 

 
 
 

 



3. 10 GeV electrons on 250 GeV protons based on the RHIC storage ring [6]  
 

The third and fourth point designs presented here are for 10 GeV electrons 
colliding with 250 GeV protons or 100 GeV/A ions using the existing RHIC storage 
ring. The lower energy point designs may also be implemented in RHIC, but we skip 
this detail.  

Since the design of the Interaction Point (IP) (in particular the size of the 
detector) depends on the energy, it is reasonable to assume that at least two detectors 
will be required. The RHIC machine has two independent ion rings and thus could 
support one (or more) IP per ring, with collisions taking place with two different 
energies. The electron linac could be designed also to provide simultaneously two 
energies, but the detailed description of this mode will not be addressed in this 
report. 

The presented parameters are consistent with the RHIC layout. A schematic 
layout of the linac-ring collider is shown in Figure 7. A schematic layout for the 
ring-ring scenario, also based on the RHIC accelerator, is shown in Figure 8. Table 2 
summarizes the linac parameters, common to both protons and gold.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Schematic layout of the RHIC-based linac-ring collision scenario. (See Ref. [6]).   
 
 
 



 
 
Figure 8. Schematic layout of the electron ring and the two ion rings in the RHIC-based ring-ring 
collision scenario (See Ref. [6]).   
 

 
 Table 2. Electron linac parameters, common for gold and protons. 

 
 

As seen in Figure 7, all the acceleration is done virtually in a straight line, to 
avoid emittance growth and synchrotron radiation loss in the accelerated beam. The 
recuperating beam is bent to return to the appropriate sections. The electron source 
has an injector linac that accelerates the beam to 10 MeV. The power invested (at 
0.27 amperes) for this purpose is 2.7 MW. This section has no recuperation. Next is a 
low gradient 90 MeV (energy gain) pre-accelerator. Here energy recuperation may 
be done in a dedicated linac section, and the recovered energy would then be fed 
through waveguides to the accelerating section, shown schematically in Fig. 7 as a 
connection between the accelerating and decelerating linacs. The 100 MeV beam 
from the pre-accelerator is fed into a 0.9 GeV (energy gain) intermediate linac with 
energy recovery done in the same section. Last is the main linac, with an energy gain 
of 9 GeV. The 10 GeV beam is taken to the collision point. We do not show the 
details of this in Fig. 7, since the beam may be introduced into a ring-like transport 

Parameter Units Value 
Electron energy GeV 10 
Electron average current Amperes 0.27 
Collision frequency  MHz 56 
Electron bunch population Ne  3x1010 
Electron rms emittance, εe µm 0.003 



for multiple interaction points, a single IP or anything in-between. The beam is 
returned at 10 GeV to the entrance of the main linac for deceleration and energy 
recovery. The beam is decelerated to 1 GeV, and then sent to the intermediate energy 
linac for deceleration to 100 MeV. In recuperating the energy of the beam in the 
same linac structure we conform to the conservative limit of the Douglas principle 
[9] of keeping the energy ratio of the two beam under 10. Deceleration to 10 MeV 
follows in a dedicated 90 MeV pre-dump linac.  

The 10 MeV beam is sent to the beam dump, rated at 2.0 MW (a power level of 2 
MW was demonstrated in SLAC beam dumps), assuming a synchrotron radiation 
loss of 0.7 MW. It is possible to decelerate the beam to a lower energy should the 
beam dump rating be below 2 MW, but this RF power will not be used for 
acceleration. Note that any synchrotron radiation power loss (anywhere in the high 
energy transport) will subtract from the power deposited in the beam dump. The 
beam dumping is done at under 10 MeV (lower energy corresponds to synchrotron 
radiation losses) has very minimal activation of the beam dump. An even lower 
beam energy at the dump and dump power can be obtained by ’braking’ the beam in a 
linac structure, by generating RF power that can be disposed off in dummy loads.  

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the electron-gold and electron-proton collision 
parameters.  We take the 720 bunch case, which corresponds to a bunch collision 
frequency of 56 MHz, and assume a minimal electron cooling of the ion beam. That 
results in smaller ion beam emittances and allows for larger tune shifts in the 
electron beam. Other than that, the RHIC parameters are mostly the same as for the 
ring-ring case. In the case of gold the limit is set by the beam-beam tune shift for the 
ions. We do not take advantage of the large possible increase in the beam-beam tune 
shift due to the cooling. That may account for a further increase in the luminosity.  

The high-energy IP of RHIC is extremely generous in size, with free space (no 
accelerator component) for the detectors extending ±10 m from the IP center. A low 
energy IP (using the second storage ring) can be designed with accelerator 
components extending much closer to the IP center, thus boosting the luminosity at 
low energies. 

The calculation is done for an electron energy of 10 GeV, however the 
performance would be unaffected by a much lower (or higher) electron energy. 
Thermal loading in magnet chambers is not a limitation for the relatively low 
electron beam current. In addition, larger radii of curvature in the IP optics are 
possible due to the removal of spin rotation optics from that area, further reducing 
the thermal loads relative to a ring-ring case.  

We conclude that good luminosities can be obtained using a linac-ring collider 
with modest electron cooling of the ions in the ring. Further increases in the 
luminosity are possible. In the gold case, the increase would come from pushing the 
Laslett tune shift to higher values, taking advantage of the cooling. In the proton case 
the luminosity can be improved by going to a higher current in the electron linac by 
pushing on the beam-beam tune shift in the ring, once again taking advantage of the 
cooling. 



 
 
Table 3. Electron-gold collision parameters, assuming electron cooling of RHIC 
 

Parameter Units Value 
Gold bunch population  1.9x109 
Number of bunches  720 
Gold 95% normalized emittance µm 11 
RMS beam size at the IP, σ* mm 0.05 
Electron IP beta function m 0.72 
Electron beam-beam tune shift ξe  0.287 
Au beam-beam tune shift ξi  0.0046 
Ion Laslett tune shift, ξL  0.008 
Luminosity, L [cm-2s-1] 1.2x1031 

 
 Table 4. Electron-proton collision parameters, assuming electron cooling of RHIC 

 
Parameter Units Value 
Proton bunch population  0.93x1011 
Number of bunches  720 
Proton 95% normalized emittance µm 9.5 
RMS beam size at the IP, σ* mm 0.03 
Electron IP beta function m 0.36 
Electron beam-beam tune shift ξe  0.5 
P beam-beam tune shift ξi  0.0046 
P Laslett tune shift, ξL  0.0046 
Luminosity, L [cm-2s-1] 2.6x1033 

 
In summary, a linac has a number of distinct advantages over a ring, some of 

which are specific to collisions with the RHIC beam, most of which are general. 
Some of the advantages are:    
• A linac, in principle, avoids the limitation of the electron beam-beam tune shift 
inherent in a ring-ring scenario. That allows one to reduce the beam size of the ion 
storage ring and increase its charge per bunch considerably. However, further study 
of the beam-beam head-tail instability is required to determine how large an 
advantage truly exists in the linac-ring collider scenarios.  
• A linac has a very low emittance. This leads to a small collision point beam size 
with a relatively large beta function, increasing luminosity and simplifying the optics 
of the interaction point.  
• The fact that the electrons are used only once means that complicated spin 
rotation conditions are relaxed. Thus a linac-based collider can provide a polarized 
electron beam at any energy, while a storage ring is limited to a very narrow energy 
range. 



• The interaction point optics of the linac is much simpler (since the polarization 
may be prepared well in advance) thus the bending radii are larger. This removes a 
significant synchrotron-radiation power restriction from the maximum beam current. 
• A linac can operate over a wide energy range without sacrificing performance. 
• The polarization of a linac is high and can be alternated rapidly at will. 
• A linac produces a naturally round beam, to match well with the RHIC beam.  
• A linac can be extended to higher energies with a cost that is linear in length 
whereas an storage ring faces an increase in RF power that goes with the fourth 
power of its energy. 
 
4. Interaction Region (V. Lebedev) 
 

The minimum achievable beta-function at the IP is determined by the following 
limitations. First, making *

iβ  below rms bunch length does not increase the 

luminosity and we put * i
i zβ σ≥ .  Second, decrease of *

iβ  causes an increase of beta-

functions in the final focus quadrupole. That brings an increase of final focus 
chromaticity and, consequently, an increase in the sensitivity of the machine tunes to 
the quadrupole settings and a loss of stability for betatron motion of particles with 
large momentum deviations. The final focus chromaticity per interaction point can 
be estimated using the following formula 

 

 *

1

βπ
ν F≈′     (12) 

 
where F is the final focus focusing distance. Usually, quad currents are stabilized 
better than 0.01% and the increase of machine tunes sensitivity to the quadrupole 
settings does not cause a problem. Although the total machine chromaticity can be 
compensated in arcs, the chromaticity of beta-functions due to final focus normally 
cannot. That limits the total maximum tune shift to about 0.2 per IP. Choosing the 
energy spread at 5σ to be 5⋅10-3 we obtain that ( ) 40/ ≈∆∆=′ ppνν . For the focal 

distance of 6 m we obtain ≈*
iβ 5 cm.  Third, the aperture is limited at the final focus 

quadrupoles. If superconducting quads are used at the IP, the aperture limitation is 
not a problem for the case with the electron cooling because of sufficiently small 
emittance, but it limits the beta-functions at the IP to about 10 cm for the case 
without cooling. Figure 9 shows an example of the interaction region with *

iβ =6 cm. 

Only one parasitic collision occurs per bunch crossing.  
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Figure 9. Example of the interaction region design for β* = 6 cm.  
 
 

Accelerator Physics Issues Of The Proton Ring 
 

We will examine transverse and longitudinal intrabeam scattering and collective 
effects. Estimates of the emittance growth of the electron beam due to collisions with 
the protons, although not a proton issue, will also be given here, as it may impose a 
limit on the proton bunch population.  
 
a) Intrabeam Scattering (IBS) 
The diffusion time for transverse IBS is given by 
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At 15 GeV, for the parameters of design 1A, the diffusion time is approximately 
4 hours and for the parameters of design 1B the diffusion time is 1.7 minutes, which 
implies that electron cooling with cooling rate of similar magnitude would be 
required. It is expected that cooling rates of order 1 min are feasible, therefore this 
number may be acceptable. At 50 GeV the diffusion time is 36 minutes for design 
2A and 32 seconds for design 2B.  
 

The longitudinal IBS also imposes stringent requirements on the cooling rate. 
The expression for the longitudinal IBS diffusion rate is  
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For 15 GeV protons and an rms energy spread equal to 3x10-3 the rate for design 

1A is ~1 hour. For design 1B, the rate is ~2.5 minutes. At 50 GeV and an rms energy 
spread of 3x10-3, the rate for design 2A is ~3 hours and for design 2B is 14 minutes.   
 
b) Collective Instabilities 

We first examine the longitudinal mode coupling or microwave instability. The 
threshold is given by  
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n
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per bunch  is limited to ~6x1012 . The threshold for the transverse mode coupling 
instability, in the regime where the bunch length is greater than the beam pipe 
aperture, can be expressed as [12], 
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For Z⊥  ~ 5 x 104� ��VFDOHG�IURP�/+&���WKH�SURWRQ�EXQFK�SRSXODWion is limited to   

~1.8 x 1012 . In conclusion, both types of instabilities occur at proton bunch 
populations above the design parameters we chose.   
 
c) Electron Beam Emittance growth due to a Single Collision (G. Krafft)      
   A single collision disrupts the electron beam and causes emittance growth. In an 
energy recovering linac, the electron beam with degraded phase space has to be 



recirculated for energy recovery. Deceleration in the linac cavities can result in 
scraping and beam loss due to adiabatic antidamping. Therefore, the amount of 

tolerable beam loss at the linac exit (where the beam size is largest) imposes a limit 
on the tolerable emittance growth due to a single collision. This, in turn, imposes a 
limit on the number of protons per bunch.  
   Let us assume that the maximum tolerable beam loss is 4 x10-6  which corresponds 
to 1 µA out of 250 mA, based on Jefferson Lab experience. Assuming a gaussian 
distribution of the electrons, aperture size of 7 cm and an average beta function in the 
linac of ~50 m, then the maximum rms normalized emittance, consistent with this 
amount of beam loss is calculated to be 800 µm. In the small disruption limit, the 
emittance growth of the electron beam due to a single collision with the proton beam 
of intensity Np is given by: 
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 For ε0,n=60 µm, εn = 800 µm,  Np has to be less than 1.5 x 1012 particles per 
bunch, well below our design specification.   
 

 

Accelerator Physics Issues Of Energy Recovering Linacs 
 

The list of topics that may need to be examined in an energy recovered linac 
(ERL) include accelerator transport, coherent synchrotron radiation, Higher Order 
Mode (HOM) power dissipation and Beam Breakup phenomena. The analysis of the 
head-tail instability, in a linear approximation, is also outlined here. We will now 
examine each topic in turn.  
 
a) Accelerator Transport 

Topics of longitudinal and transverse matching and beam loss may all be 
relevant. Depending on the bunch length requirements at the IP, longitudinal 
gymnastics may be necessary and it is routinely and successfully done at JLab 
IRFEL [13]. Transverse phase space matching into the IP is almost invariably 
required for good overlap to maximize luminosity, and maybe required in order to 
transport and energy recover the disrupted electron beam after the collisions. 
Adiabatic antidamping imposes additional constraints in the linac optics. Another 
issue specific to ERLs has to do with the dynamic range of the linac and the ability to 
confine two beams of different energies in the same focusing structure and it may 
impose a constraint on the ratio of injected to final beam energies.  

Understanding the origin of and being able to control beam loss are crucial in an 
ERL with the parameters outlined above. In the JLab IRFEL several indicators place 
an upper limit on the amount of beam loss in the recirculator to 2 µA out of 5 mA. 
This amount of loss, although extremely small is unacceptable for the ERL designs 



discussed here, as it can potentially  give rise to hundreds of kW of uncontrolled, lost 
beam power. More work is required to understand both the origin of the loss and 
possible cures.  
 
b) Coherent Synchrotron Radiation  

When the beam travels around a bend it radiates, and when the radiation 
wavelength is longer than the bunch length, it radiates coherently and interacts to 
deteriorate the beam quality. Both transverse and longitudinal self-forces can cause 
emittance growth, which is potentially serious for high brightness beam quality 
preservation. A self-consistent, two-dimensional code has been developed [14] and is 
being verified against experimental data obtained from the JLab IRFEL and the CTF 
II Facility at CERN.   
 
c) HOM Power Dissipation  

Power in HOMs, primarily longitudinal, depends on the product of bunch charge 
and average current and could present a serious enough constraint that engineering 
choices are imposed for improved cryogenic efficiency. The power dissipated by the 
beam in HOMs is given by  

 dissP k QI=
P     (19) 

 
For CEBAF cavities, the calculated loss factor is equal to 5.4 V/pC for 1mm rms 

bunch length [15], therefore the power dissipated by the beam for 0.264 A average 
current is approximately 5 kW per cavity. It is important to address the question of 
where these losses go. A simple model was developed [16] that shows that a) the 
fraction of the power dissipated on the cavity walls is a strong function of bunch 
length and b) most of the power is actually extracted into loads, or propagates out of 
the cavity through the beam pipe openings. With reasonable assumptions for the 
extraction efficiency of the HOM power (Q~2000), a small fraction of the power, of 
the order of a few Watts, is expected to be deposited on the walls, for the parameters 
quoted here. Engineering studies on HOM cooled absorbers between cavities or 
cryomodules are recommended.  
 
d) Beam Breakup 

BBU refers to a variety of collective phenomena that can limit the performance 
of srf energy recovering linacs. These coherent effects include single-bunch, single-
pass phenomena which limit the charge per bunch, and multi-bunch phenomena 
which limit the average current. Single bunch effects include energy spread induced 
by variation of the longitudinal wakefield across the bunch, and emittance growth 
induced by transverse wakefields across the bunch. The induced relative energy 
spread at 3 GeV and 0.264 A average current is 5x10-4. The single bunch BBU 
emittance growth was discussed earlier and we concluded that it does not become an 



issue until the electron bunch population is increased by approximately an order of 
magnitude.   

Multipass, multi-bunch BBU occurs when a recirculating beam through a linac 
cavity leads to a transverse instability. Transverse beam displacement on successive 
recirculations can excite HOMs that further deflect the initial beam. The recirculated 
beam and cavities form a feedback loop, which, for beam current greater than the 
threshold current of the instability, can be driven unstable. The effect is worse in srf 
cavities because of the higher Q’s of the HOMs. The threshold current depends on 
various cavity and lattice parameters, including the Q’s, frequencies and R/Q’s of the 
HOMs, the beam energy, the beta functions and phase advance in both planes and 
the recirculation path length.  

A two-dimensional simulation code, TDBBU [17] has been developed for the 
calculation of the threshold current in an actual machine configuration. Recent 
TDBBU simulations of an ERL with 10 MeV injection energy, 5 GeV final energy, 
average beta functions in the linac of approximately 15 m in both planes (60 m 
maximum) and HOM data from the 9-cell TESLA cavities [18], resulted in a 
threshold current of about 225 mA [19]. Furthermore, the typical growth rate of the 
instability just above threshold is in the msec range, allowing for the possibility of 
controlling the instability with feedback.  
 
e) Beam-beam induced Head-Tail Instability (V. Lebedev) 

For the case when the electron bunches are much shorter than the proton 
bunches, one can make a simple estimate of the effect in the linear approximation. 
To find the corresponding transverse impedance one can consider that a small 
fraction of the proton beam of length ∆s is displaced by x. This will deflect the 
electron beam by the angle equal to 
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where dN/ds is the charge per unit length in the proton beam. Then, the electron 
beam starts performing a betatron oscillation in the field of proton beam. For 
sufficiently small ξe one can neglect this reverse attraction for the electron bunch and 
consider the electron bunch moving along a straight line, but this increasing distance 
between centers of electron and proton bunches causes a deflection of protons in the 
bunch tail by an angle  
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This yields the following expressions the transverse wake function, 
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and the transverse impedance,  
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where Z0=377 Ω. The threshold for the strong head-tail instability can be written as 
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Combining the above two formulas one finally obtains the limitation:  
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is the betatron tune shift of the ion beam and  
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is the electron beam disruption parameter. 

Eq. (25) can impose a severe limit on possible collider parameters and luminosity 
estimates in this limit were given at the beginning of this report. Nevertheless, one 
needs to keep in mind that the estimate was obtained in the linear approximation 
while the actual transverse field of the bunch is strongly non-linear across the bunch. 
Although it cannot eliminate the instability, it should move the threshold to higher 
beam currents. Note that the estimate itself is not good enough to claim accuracy 
better than factor of two. An independent study using a two-particle model arrived at 
the same eq. (25) within a factor of two [20].  Performing more detailed study and 
computer simulations of the instability is going to be one of the high priority tasks at 
Jefferson Lab in the near future. We also note that the proton bunch is quite long and 



a transverse feedback system for suppression of the instability’s lowest modes may 
be feasible, which can increase the instability threshold by a factor of 2 or 3. Thus, 
we currently believe that additional increase in the instability threshold by a factor of 
3-10 is possible. 
 

Technological Issues 
 
a) High current source of polarized electron (C. Sinclair) 
 The generation of high average current, high polarization electron beams is a 
significant technological  issue. The state-of-the art in polarized electron sources was 
reviewed in the PAC99 article by Sinclair [21].  The prospects for sources of high 
average current polarized electrons was presented in the Proceedings of the 2nd 
eRHIC Workshop [22].  Presently, polarized sources at JLab have cathode 
operational lifetimes one order of magnitude greater than those reported by Sinclair 
at PAC99.  Cathode operational lifetime in these sources is limited only by ion 
backbombardment, and now exceeds 100,000 Coulombs/cm2.  While construction of 
a high average current polarized source with modest polarization (~ 37%) is probably 
within reach, a source with a high polarization (~ 75%) faces a number of serious 
technological challenges.  Significant R&D would be required before one could plan 
on a source delivering a high average current at high polarization. 
 
b) Electron Cooling  

This is an important topic, which is mentioned here only for completeness. It is 
thoroughly addressed in a separate section of this report.  
 

Concluding Remarks And Outlook 
 

Preliminary results of a feasibility study of an energy recovering electron linac 
on a proton ring collider are presented. Luminosities at the 1033 level appear 
attainable and the linac-on-ring scenario presents a significant advantage with 
respect to spin manipulations, energy variability and synchrotron radiation power 
loading of the detectors.  

R&D topics that would be required before such a facility is designed and built 
have been identified and include:  
1. High current polarized electron source 
2. High current (~100 mA) demonstration of energy recovery  
3. Theoretical and, if possible, experimental investigation of the beam-beam 
induced head-tail instability and feedback 
4. Electron cooling and its ramifications on Laslett and beam-beam tuneshifts 
5. Development of multipass BBU feedback  

Recently, recirculating, energy-recovering linacs have attracted much attention 
and are being considered for a number of applications, such as drivers for 
synchrotron radiation sources, and high average power FELs. A number of the listed 



R&D topics, especially those related to the energy recovery of high average currents, 
are being pursued by these communities, so it is safe to assume that progress will be 
rapid in these directions.  
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